Analysis of dynamic antral scintigraphy using empirical mode decomposition.
In this work, we proposed to use the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) to analyze signals from dynamic antral scintigraphy (DAS) for antral contraction rate estimation. The proposed EMD-Fourier method analyzes a DAS time-activity curve (TAC) which is called a DAS signal by estimating the frequency from the Fourier transform of each intrinsic mode function (IMF), thus yielding multiple frequency values for each TAC as opposed to one frequency value obtained from the conventional Fourier method. Twenty-three TACs extracted from DAS data acquired on twenty-three healthy volunteers were analyzed using both the EMD-Fourier method and the Fourier method. The mean and standard deviation of frequency across all volunteers were computed. The result showed that the EMD-Fourier method provided a reduction of SD-to-mean ratio from the Fourier method ranging from 64.3% to 85.8%. The mean frequencies from the third IMF in the EMD-Fourier method and from the Fourier method were 2.76 and 3.44 cycles per minute were close to a widely-used normal antral contraction rate (3.0 cycles per minute), while the EMD-Fourier method yielded significant SD reduction (from 4.77 to 0.57: p <; 0.0001). Moreover, it was found that the first IMF yielded a frequency estimate of 11.26 ± 2.2 cycles per minute, while the second IMF yielded a frequency estimate of 4.3 ± 1.3 cycles per minute, which are similar to the contraction rates of the duodenum and the large intestine, respectively.